THE   CAROLINGIANS   AND   THE   VOLTE-FACE   OF   THE   PAPACY
squander them for the benefit of his friends, and of the churches,
which he overwhelmed with favours.1
But I find no mention, in Gregory of Tours, of the political
influence exercised by means of this property. So long as the king
was powerful in other respects, he could take back what he had
given. And I can hardly see how, with all this continual distri-
bution, he could base his power upon the territorial fisc, the
apportionment of which was constantly varying. Everything
indicates that it was the impost that constituted the bulk of his
revenue. Fustel de Coulanges considers that this alone was enough
to enrich the monarchy and satisfy all the needs of its government,2
But how was it that this impost, a legacy inherited from Rome,
which had never been suppressed, was beginning to yield less and
less ? According to Fustel de Coulanges, we must look for the
explanation in the obduracy of the bishops, and the immunities
granted to magnates and dignitaries, both secular and ecclesiastical.
In this case it was the king himself who sapped the basis of his
power.3 In the same way the yield of the tonlieux seem to have
been continually reduced by the exemptions which he granted.
But we still have to find some explanation for this policy of
the kings, which ended by destroying the very basis of their
power. Why did they not grant the impost itself, as was some-
times done later ? They undoubtedly granted exemptions, but they
did not surrender the rights of the crown. Moreover, the exemptions
from taxation—that is to say, from the tonlieux—affected only the
monasteries, and the main circulation of merchandise was certainly
not due to them. It was due, of course, to commerce. And we
1	The very immensity of the donations in land made by the kings, which,
according to lot, pfister and ganshof, op. tit., p. 340, made the clergy
wealthier than at any other period, indicates that the kings cannot have
attributed any very great importance to these lands, or to their products,
or even to the impost which they yielded. It must therefore be accepted that
the teloneum constituted by far the greater part of their resources.
2	fustel, Les transformations, pp. 29 et seq.
8 See all the examples given by fustel de coulangbs, Les transformations,
pp. 32 et seq., of the remission or abolition <3f the land tax. Concerning
exemptions, see lot, phstbr and ganshof, op. tit., pp. 316-317.
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